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Campaigns: Non-Player Characters

Suit
Professional businessmen, experienced at persuading people and 
closing the right deals.

Ability Bonus Passion +1 Intellect +1 Physique -1

Saves Social +1 Drama +1 Damage -1

Trained skills Bluff +6 
Coercion +6 
Persuade +6 
Style +6

Commerce +6 Drive +4

Notes Social edge: sow distrust,  
Specialty: sow distrust (+11),  
Specialty: negotiation (+11),  
Intellect +1 

Conflict Sow Distrust +11 (TN 16),  
Dissemble +6 (TN 11),  
Peacemaker +6 (TN 11)

Equip Handicomp, smartcard

Frontier Civilians

Frontier civilians are mostly hardworking  
miners and ranchers, with a leaven-
ing of vicious bandits. There are 
also a certain amount of hunters, 
explorers, and field scientists to be 
found as well, of course. All of these 
can be encountered during your 
adventures on the frontier worlds.

Miner
The typical miner is hard-working, hard-living and hard partying. 

Ability Bonus Passion +0 Intellect -1 Physique +2

Saves Social +0* Drama -1 Damage +4

Trained skills Comradeship +5 
Coercion +5 
Persuade +5

Technical +4 Brawl +7 
Drive +7

Notes Save specialty: Persuade (+5 vs persuade),  
Deadly grappler,  
Physique +1

Conflict Brawl +7 (TN 12), (TN 14 grapple) 
Intimidate +5,  
knife +7 (TN 15)

Equip Leather Jacket, knife

Rancher
The typical experienced ranch-hand is used to living in the saddle, 
looking after his charges and defending them against predators and 
bandits. 

Ability Bonus Passion +0 Intellect -1 Physique +1

Saves Social +0* Drama -1* Damage +3

Trained skills Comradeship +5 
Coercion +5

Commerce +4 Aim +6 
Beastmaster +6 
Drive +6

Notes Save specialty: Coercion (+5 vs coercion),  
Specialties: riding (+10),  animal empathy (+10),  
Save specialty: vehicle/mount chases (+4)

Conflict Intimidate +5,  
revolver +6 (TN 17),  
knife +1 (TN 14)

Equip Leather greatcoat, revolver, knife

Tinker
The typical tinker is a loner, driving round from ranch to ranch per-
forming vital maintenance work and bringing the local gossip. 

Ability Bonus Passion +0 Intellect +2 Physique +0

Saves Social +0* Drama +2 Damage +2

Trained skills Comradeship +5 Commerce +7 
Knowledge +7 
Technical +7

Beastmaster +5 
Drive +5

Notes Save specialty: coercion (+5 vs coercion), 
Intellect +1,  
specialty: gather info (+10), repair (+12)

Conflict Captivate +5 (TN 10),  
revolver +0 (TN 16), 

Equip Leather greatcoat, revolver, knife, mobile workshop

Bandit
Ranchers gone bad. Bandit gangs predate upon ranches and con-
voys, usually by charging in firing, attempting to scare their prey and 
then finish them off. 

Ability Bonus Passion +0 Intellect -1 Physique +2

Saves Social +0 Drama -1 Damage +4

Trained skills Coercion +5 Aim +7 
Brawl +7 
Beastmaster +7 
Drive +7 
Survival +7

Notes Social edge: scare,  
Specialties: scare (+10), Blades (+12)  
Physique +1

Conflict Scare +10 (TN 15),  
hunting rifle +7 (TN 20),  
machete +12 (TN 16)

Equip Leather greatcoat, hunting rifle, machete


